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1 Introduction

The increasing complexity of business processes makes reliable execution of such
processes more and more complicated. Thus, execution reliability has long been
a challenge and attracted a lot of attention from both academia and industry.
On the one hand, the demand for reliability from the business world has pushed
IT to advance in transaction management. On the other hand, the progress in
IT has provided more opportunities for the business world to enhance relia-
bility of process execution. Motivated by this observation, we have studied an
e-contracting case from a transactional perspective and discovered a gap between
the business and IT world in their awareness of the transactional reliability. This
gap leads to the inadequacy of transactional agreements between collaborating
parties and exposes the process execution to many potential threats, thus de-
creasing reliability. To bridge the gap, we proposed the TxQoS (Transactional
Quality of Service) approach in [1], by specifying and ensuring transactional per-
formance of services/processes in contracts. In this paper, we continue this line
of research by illustrating with an overview scenario. The focus is the mechanism
of specification, which is essential to realize the contractual approach for trans-
action management. The unique feature is the interpretation of transactional
reliability from a business perspective, which use contracts for specification and
ensuring purposes to bridge the gap. Due to space limitations, we present briefly
the TxQoS scenario and the specification attributes. Interested readers are refer
to [2] for more details.

2 TxQoS Scenario

The TxQoS approach is illustrated in Figure 1. The scenario describes the non-
functional aspects of services that address the QoS and SLA issues. First, a
service provider designs its ‘TxQoS Template’ which can be differentiated into
multiple ‘TxQoS Offers’ based on its transactional reliability performance. Mean-
while, a potential user may also design a ‘Requirement Template’ for each service
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it invokes based on its reliability requirement. Each template is instantiated into
one ‘TxQoS Requirement’ document that may or may not be met by existing
offers. Second, the user looks up in the ‘Performance Repository’ to decide which
TxQoS offer is the best match. Negotiations between the provider and user may
take place if no ready-to-agree ‘TxQoS Offer’ is suitable. Third, after an offer
and a requirement are matched, a TxSLA (Transactional SLA) is established
and the agreed TxQoS specification is enclosed into the service contract. Mon-
itoring of the running transaction performance is then realized by checking the
compliance of the runtime statistics with the specification.
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Fig. 1. TxQoS Scenario

The monitoring module is indispensable thus should be provided by at least
one party. If a provider and a user do not trust each other, an intermediary
(i.e. the ‘Monitor’) is delegated. Otherwise the provider or user can host such a
module, which appeared at each party in Figure 1 to show the possible existence.
The other intermediaries (i.e. advertiser, reputation checker, arbitrator) can also
be omitted from the scenario in case a provider and a user are tightly coupled
and sufficient trust between them has been established. In a word, all four types
of intermediaries can either be omitted, or be (partially) used depending on
the trust level between providers and their users. Their functions are realized
by accessing the ‘Performance Repository’ for ‘TxQoS Performance Reports’
generated on the basis of runtime ‘TxQoS Statistics’. In the next section, we
introduce a method to specify transactional reliability performance, which is the
key to realize the TxQoS approach.
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3 TxQoS Attributes: FIAT

A TxSLA states metrics and measurement of the TxQoS specification. A TxQoS
specifications specifies the transactional reliability of a service. We have designed
the FIAT attributes for this purpose: Fluency, Interferability, Alternation, Trans-
parency. The design is based on our knowledge gained of the related areas (e.g.
transaction management, e-contracting, QoS management) and a real-life case
analysis. The FIAT design meets the following criteria: 1) A TxQoS attribute
should reflect reliability at service level guaranteed by transaction management
mechanisms; 2) A TxQoS attribute should be understandable by the business
world; 3) A TxQoS attribute should be precisely specifiable and monitorable
like other functional attributes (e.g. time, cost, capacity etc.); 4) The use of a
TxQoS attribute should benefit both the service provider and the user. Below
we outlined the definition of the four attributes and use ‘Fluency’ as an example
to show how to use it for contracting purpose.

Fluency indicates the smoothness of service execution and is monitored by
counting the number of unexpected breakdowns, which suspend execution and
demand for a fix to continue. If canceled by a user, it is counted as an expected ex-
ception instead of a breakdown, and therefore belongs to ‘Interferability’. While
monitoring of ‘Fluency’ is easy (by counting), the specification requires compli-
cated calculations based on the past performance statistics to predict future per-
formances. We use the NonHomogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP) model, which
is widely adopted in software reliability engineering [3]. We assume breakdowns
happen stochastically that meet the following two conditions: (1)No simultane-
ous breakdowns can happen at any time; (2)The causes of the past breakdowns
are fixed and do not affect future execution. The probability of exact n break-
downs occurring in the time interval (a, b] is given by

P (n) =

[∫ b

a λ(t)d(t)
]n

e−
∫

b
a

λ(t)d(t)

n!
, for n = 0, 1, . . . (1)

where the past statistics determines λ(t) (breakdown happening rate), and pre-
diction of future ‘Fluency’ can be calculated. For example, suppose there is a
service with its execution time T (T = max(t)). Any execution after T is viewed
as a failure and is excluded in the fluency statistics. During the test, it shows
the rate λ(t) is a constant so that the GO NHPP model [4] is adopted. Then a
fluency function f(n) can be defined as the probability of having no more than
n breakdowns during execution (i.e. within the time interval (0, T ]):

f(n) =
∑

[
m(T + e−rT −1

r )
]n

e−m(T+ e−rT −1
r )

n!
(2)

Based on the calculation of f(n), a TxQoS offer can be specified using state-
ment such as ‘we guarantee no more than n breakdowns during the execution’,
or in quantitative values such as ‘Min(Fluency)=n’.
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Interferability describes the control of users upon a service being invoked.
This property is especially suitable in outsourcing scenarios where different levels
of control are necessary. Note that a user only has interferability to the activi-
ties that are specified as transparent (see ‘Transparency’ below). Interferability
can be interpreted as the set of commands from the users to intervene an ac-
tivity (viewed as a node in execution path), plus the allowed timings to issue
these commands. At runtime, each user command is checked for its validity and
unspecified commands are blocked.

Alternation describes the choices that are pre-defined in case of (expected)
exceptions/errors during execution. At the design phase, ‘Alternation’ is speci-
fied as a set of allowed execution graphs and these predefined graphs that are
grouped as ‘the preferred path’ and its ‘alternatives’. Runtime monitoring is en-
abled by comparing the ongoing execution path with the paths specified under
the ‘Alternation’ attribute.

Transparency describes the visibility of a service and is specified as the set of
activities that are visible to the users at the external level of a process. This is the
only attribute that needs to be specified but does not need runtime monitoring.
Here we assume a log of each instance execution status and parameters is kept
to settle potential disputes.

Besides the FIAT attributes for design-time specification and runtime moni-
toring, a framework consisting of an architecture, a contracting model, and the
monitoring mechanism has also been developed with the details in [2].

4 Conclusions and Future Work

The TxQoS approach ensures transactional reliability by e-contracting for
contract-driven, service-oriented processes, which we believe points out a new re-
search direction in the related areas (e.g. transaction management, e-contracting,
QoS). Our future work falls in two categories. First, we are performing another
case study in the healthcare domain, where exceptions (e.g. not enough ward ca-
pacity, unexpected symptoms) are very likely to occur and reliability of medical
processes is of top priority. Therefore, a methodology to validate and apply the
TxQoS approach will be developed. Second, we are going to extend our approach
by a XML-based specification language for TxQoS and a refined framework.
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